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   Birkhoff (1) delined the notion ofa free algebra over K which was a class of

algebras. Hence, we can consider a free algebra over the class of all fields (simply

we say, afree algebra over a!l fields). Sincea free algebra over all groups is a

group, a free aZgebra over all greups is called a free group. But it is easily seen

that a free algebra ever all fields is net afield. We will consider what kind of

algebras the free algebras ever all fields are, and shew that any free algebra over all

fields is a pseudo-field defined ln g2, In contrast with the case of the free algebra

over all fielcls, any free algebra over ail pseudo-fields is a pseudo-field. Therefore,

we can ca!1 a free algebra over all p$eudo-fields a free pseude-field. Further, we

will $how that any irreducible pseudo-field is a field and that a free pseudo-field is

isomorphic to the free algebra over all fields with same cardinality of generators.

                        g1. Free algebras over all fieldsi

    Tke first order language .Sig' that we con$ider has two

0, 1, two unary function symbols -, -i, two binary function

relation symbols other than =.

    We now give the axiomatjc system of fields.

      Al.

     A2.

     A3.

     A4.

     A5.

     A6.

     A7.

      A9.

     A9.

     AIO.

    Note

system.

    (x+bl)+xurx+(y+z)

        x+bl == bl+x

        x+Orcx

    x+(-x) :O
      (.x' y)･x=:,c･(:yiz)

         x.1=x .
         1.x =x

     X･(Y+X) = (X･bl)+(X･2)

     (y+x)･.c =(,yt`c)+(z･x)

   .v)FO --)[.v-'t.x :1Ax.xnt"i :1.

that the commutative law x･pt =ov.x is not

The axioms Al-A9 constitute the axiematic

                              (9)

nu!lary function

 symbols +,.

contained

 system

symbol$

and no

 within this axiomatic

of unitary rings. Our



definition ef 'fields permits a field in which 1=O helds. Such a fie!d has enly one

element O.

    Let W be the set of all terms of the language Y. We define a relation ･--v on VV

as follows:

   X."Y 〈:〉 X :Y is derivable frem the axiomatic system of fields.

   Then, the relation .v is a congruence relation, and W/"v is natura!ly an algebra

ef same type as fields. We call this algebraafree algebra over all fields with to

geRerators. Let (x) be the element of W/-v which contains x, then the subalgebra

of WIN generated by (xi), (x2), ......, (xn) is called a free algebra over all fields

with n generators. We denote this by FFn(nStu).

   Theorem 1.1. FFn(n;:Sw) is not a field.

   Proo£ We abbreviate 1+1 by 2. (2) 7EO but (2)･(2)-i :(2･2'"i) 7S(1). Because

2･2pt' :Ms not derivable. Q.E.D.
                              g2. Pseudo-fields.

   We begin with the presentation of the axiomatic system of pseudo-fields. We

abbreviate x+(---y) and (x.y)･z by x--y and x･y･£, respectively.

   The axioms Pl--P9 are same as the axioms Al-A9.

     P tO. . c-' --･- y-' = :( c- y)･ (. t --- pt)m' ･ (. t "' ･---.y-- i)

     Pll. x･y= x･cr.x-i.x.

   A pseudo-field is an algebra 〈A;O, 1, --, -t, +,･〉 which is a model of the

axiomatic system of pseudo-field$. We say simply that A i$ a pseudo-fieid, when

〈A;e, 1, -, -', +, ･〉 is a pseudo-field.

   Prof. P.M. Cohn has informed me that the axiomatic system (Pl-P9)+Pll is

equivalent to the axiomatic system (Pl---P9)+(*), where 〈*) x=xpti･x2.

   Every axioms of pseudo-fields are derivable from the axiomatic system of fields.

Therefore, any fie!d is a pseudo-field. The fellowing theorem gives another axiomatic

system of fields.

   Theorem 2.1. The axiomatic system of fields is equivalent to the axiomatic system

obtained by adding the following axiom to the axiomatic system of pseudo-fieids :

     (2.1) x･y=O - x=OVy== O.

   Preof. Clearly, (2.1) is derivable from the axiomatic $ystern of fields. Conversely,

in the axicm Pll, we substitute 1 for y and transpose c. Then, we have

     (2.2) (x･x-'---1)･x=O, x･(x-i･x--1) :O.

By (2.1), x#O-h)- xex-i==IAx'-i･x=1. Q.E.D.
   Definition 2.2. Let A be a pseudo-field. A nen-empty subset J of A is an ideal

of A if it satisfies the following two conditions:

     1) x6J and yE,J =〉 x--pteJ
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     2) x〈EJ and yEiiA =〉 x.yGJ and pt.xGJ.

   Definition 2.3. Let A be a pseudo-field and Jbe an ideal of A. We define a

relation ･-･vJ on A as fellews :

                   xNev `{=〉 x--ptGiJ.

   The relation Ni is compatible with O, 1, --, + and･$imilarly te the case of

rings. Further, .vJ is compatible with -i by the axiom PIO. Thus we obtain the

following theorem.

   Theorern 2.4. For any pseudo-field A and any ideal J of A, the relation NJ is a

congruence relation, and AINJ is naturally a pseudo-field. (A/NJ is denoted by AIJ.)

   Homomorphism Theorem is easily shown.

   Theorem 2.5. (Homomorphism Theorem) Let A and B be pseudo-fields, and g:

A--eFB a homomorphism of A onto B. Then J=g"i(OB) is an ideal of A, and Af,J is

isomorphic to B, where the isomorphism is given by [al i-〉 g(a) (aEA).

   We now define the term `irreducible' which is called `subdirectly irreducible' in

Birkhoff {2]. Since there exists a pseudo-field in which 1=O helds, the exceptional

case occurs. Such a pseudo-field has only one element O.

   Definition 2.6. Let A be a pseudo-field, x be a non-zero element of A. A is

irreaeccible with resPect to x if x is contained within any ideal of A which contains

at least an element other than O. A is irreducible, if there exists a non-zero element

such that A is irreducibie with respect to the element, or A has only one element O.

   It is valid in fields that n :O or y=O if x.y :O. But it is not alway$ valid in

pseudo-fields. The following lemma says that it is valid in irreducible pseudo-fields.

   Lemma 2.7. Let A be an irreducible pseudo-field, and x, NGA.

Then, x.y :e -x :OVy=e.
   Proof. Clearly, the lemma holds when A ha$ enly one element. Suppose that

x#O, y40 and x.y=:O. Let 2(40) be an element which A is irreducible with respect

to. Because x is contained within the ideal generated by x, there exist elements ai,

                                          naL}, ･s････, an, bi, bL,, ･･･-#･, bn of A such that 2=X ai.:x.bi.

                                          i=1
Similarly, there exi$t elements ci, c2, ......, cm, dt, d2, ,....., d,. of A such that x

  m :Xci.y.di.

                   ?t nt   Hence, x.2m'!.2 = : X ai.x.bi.2"-`.cj .y.dj
                  i=l s'.･---l

                   71 M                =ZI : ai･x.b･t,.2-L.cj･x'i.x.ptedj (by P11)
                  i=i s'.--:1

                =O (by xtpt=O).
In the axiom Pll, we substitute 2 and 1 for x and y respectively. Then we have

x:2.2-i.z =O. This isacontradiction. Q.E.D;
   The following theorem is very important. It cempletely characterizes irreducible



pseudo-fields. The results in 53 can be regarded as its corollaries.

   Theorem 2.8. A pseudo-field A is irreducible if and only if A is a field.

   Proof. Suppose that A is a field. When A has only one element e, it holds

obvieusly. Let ･･a be a nen-zero element of A. If an ideal J contains a, J contains 1

because of a,a"i :1. Hence, A is irreducible with respect to 1. Q.E.D.
   Conversely, suppose that a pseudo-field A is irreducible. Obviously, the axioms

of fields other than AIO are valid in A. By Lemma 2.7 and (2.2), for any element x

of A, if xabFO, then x.x-i :1 and xpti.x==1. Hence, the axiom AIO is valid in A.

                       g3. Identities and Free algebras.

   An identity is an atomic formula of the language Y, that is, the form is t :s where t

and s are terms of .s2f'. Let A be a pseudo-field and let Zd(A) denote the set of all

identities valid in A. For a class K of pseudo-fields, Zd(K) denetes the set･of identities

 A Id(A) as in Gratzer [31. The following decomposition theorem is very useful for

AGK
the study of Id(K).

   Theorem 3.1. Let K be a class of pseudD-fields. Then, there exists a class of

irreducible pseudo-fields K, such that ld(K) =Zd(Kz).

   Proof. Let AEK and s =t$Zd(A). Then there exists an assignrnentfofAsuch

that f(s)iEf(t). Let J be an ideal of A which is maximal with respect tof(s)-f〈t)*O,

that is, a maximal elemeRt of the set VlJis an ideal of A and (f(s)---f(t))esJ}.

The existance cf J is obtained by Zorn's lemma. We can show that the p$eudo-field

evJ' is irreducible, s=tGid(AIJ), and Id(A)gld(A!J). Hence, if we put K2 ={AIJ1

AGK and J is an ideal of A} and K,=={A IAGK2 and A is irreducible}, we have

   The abeve theorem is easily obtained for rhe general algebras by the subdirect

reduction theorem in Birkheff [21.

   We denote the clas$ of all fields and the class of all pseudo--fields by F and PF,

respectively. Clearly, FsPF and AxAGF andAxAePF whereA is any field having

at least two element and AxA is the direct product of A and A. Hence, we have

Fsi;PF.

   By Theorem 2.8, F is a class ef all irreducible pseudo-fields. Hence, the fellowing

theorem is obvious by Theorem 3.1.

   Tneorem 3.2. Zd(PF)==Za(F).

   Since PF is a variety (or equational class), we have the following cerellary.

   Corollary 3.3. PF is the minirnum variety including F.

   We denote the free algebra over all pseudo-fields with n generators by FPF?,(n;.Sua).
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Because PF is a variety, FPF,,e!PF. Hence, we can say that FPF. is afree pseudo-

field.

   Zd(K) determines the structure of the free algebra over K, so we have the foliow-

ing theerem.

   Theorem 3.4. FFn;'v:l7PFn(n5tu)･

   g4. Some identities derivable from the axiomatic system of pseudo-fields.

   It can be indirectly (model theoretically) shown by Theorem 3.2 that the identites

in the next theorem are derivable from the axiomatic system of pseudo-fields. But,

we give the direct (proof theoretical) preof of it.

   Theorem 4.1. The following identities are derivable from the axjomatic system

of pseudo--fields :

             (4. 1) x.x"-i=x'"" .x

             (4.2) y.x == x. x-i rv.x.

   Proof. (4.1) x.x"-'---xpti.x=x.afi.x-i.x---x-i.x (by Pli)
                            =x･x-i---1)･xww'･x (by P9)
                            ==(x･xpti--1)･x-"i･(x.x"i--1)"i.(x･x-i-1).x (by P!1)

                            =(x.x-'t----!).x-i･(x･x'i--1)-i.(x･x'-i..v--x) (by P9)

                             :O (In Pll, substitute l for rv.).

           (4.2〉 y･x-x･x'i･y･x==(1-x･cw')rv･x (by P9)
                               =(1-x･xpti)･cv･(1--x･xini)"Z･(1--x･x"-').x (by Pll)

                               :(1-.rrt.c-`i)･y.(1･---x･.t"mi)'"i.(.x--x..tr"･.x:) (by P9)

                               :O (In Pll, substitute!for y.). Q,E.D.
   At first, we regarded above two identities as the axioms of pseudo-fields. But,

after we noticed that they were not used in the proofs of ,Theorem$ in g2, they have

been deleted from the axiematic system of pseude-fields and the direct proof of them

has been invented.

   We defiRe the functions O, 1, -, +, and.on Zti=:{O, 1, 2} as same as usual

functions on Z3 (mod 3). We define the furiction -i olt Z,i as follows: O-i=1, 1-i :1,

2-i :2. Then, 4 is a field but (x-')pti :x and (x.pu)---pt-i.x'i are not vaiid in Z3.

Hence, these identities are not derivable frem the axiomatic system of pseudo-field.

But, we add the next axiom to the axiomatic system of pseudo-fields, then these

identities are derivable.

             P12. 0-i =O.
   We say that a pseudo-field (or field) is desirable when the pseudo-field (or field)

satisfies Pi2.

   Theorem 4.2. The following identities are derivable from the axiomatic' system

of desirable pseudo-fieid :



            (4.3〉 (x-i)vi =x
            (4.4〉 (x.pt)"'i =pt"mi.x'm{.

   Proof. (4.3) We $ubstitute O for y in PIO and use P12, then we have

            (4.5) x-i :x.x-i.x-i.
                    (ar'-i). -'=.x"'i･(,e-i)ti･(x'-i)-i (by (4.5))

                          :.t`x-i･`c""i･(,x'S)-St(vh-')-i (by (4.5))

                         ==x･x"･(x'i)-' (by Pll and (4.1))
                         ==x.x.xpti.x-i･(x-i)-' (by (4.5))
                          ==x･x･x-"i (by Pll and (4,1))
                          ==x (by,Pli and (4.1)).
            (4.4) (x･pt)"i=x･y･(x･y)-'i･(x･pt)-i (by (4.5))
                       ==pu-S･x-"!･x･ew･x･y･(x･y)-i･(x･y)pti (by (4.1) and (4.2))

                        =cr`-i.,c'-i..x･.y･(,v･y)-"i 〈by (4.5))
                        =y'!.x-'.y"-i.x'i･(xrv)･(x･y)･(x.pt)-' (by (4.I) and (4.2))

                        ,.cr-i.x-i･pt-i.xdi.xrv (by PU and (4.1)〉
                        =y"i.xpti.y-i.x'-i･(x'-i)-i･(y-'X)-i (by (4.3))

                        =pt--i･x-i (by Pll and (4.1〉).
                                                                 Q.E.D.

   The identity (4.3) declares that the functieR '"i on a desirable pseudo-field is bijec-

tive and that the inverse functien of it is itself. This character ef the function "i i$

desirable. We denote the class of al! desirable fields and the class of all desirable

pseudo-ftelds by DF and DPF, respectively. It i$ easily known that Theorem 3.2,

Corollary 3.3 and Theorem 3.4 hold, even if we replace PF and F by DPF and DF,
respectively.

              g5.. The independences of the axiems Ple and Pll.

    In g4, we have shown that P12 is independent of the axioms Pl-Pll. In this

sectien, we prove that the axion PIO is not derivoble from the axiom Pl-P9 and

Pll-P12, and the axiom Pll is not derivable from the axioms Pl-PIO and P12.

    Theerem 5.l. The axiom Pll is independent of the axioms Pi-PIO and P12.

    Proof. We define the functions O, 1, --, -IA, and . on Z5={O, 1} as same as

usual functions on Zh (mod 2). We define tke function -i on Zh as follows: O"' :O,

iwi :O. Then, it is easily shown that the axiems Pl-PIO and P12 are valid in l,.

In the axSom Pll, we substitute 1 for x and y. We have that the left side=1 and

the right side=O. Hence, the axioM PII is not valid in Z2. Q.E.D.
    Theorem 5.2. The axiom PIO is independent of the axioms Pl-P9 and Pll-P12.

    Proo£ We define the functions O, 1, -, +, and･on 4---{e, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} as

same as usual functions on Zh (mod 6). We define the function -i on Zk as follows:
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o"=O, 1'"i =1, 2-'!=2, 3""=1, 4"i=1, 5-` =5. Then, it is easily shown that the axioms

Pl-P9 and Pll-P12 are valid in Zis. In the axiom PIO, we $ubstitute 3 and O for x

and pt respectively. We have that the left side=1 and the the right side =3. Hence,

the axiom PIO is not valid in Zh. Q.E.D.
                        96. The finite maedel preperty.

    In the study of the intermediate logics, it has been known that many varieties

of pseudo-boolean algebras have the finite model property (Lfi7ip) and some varieties of

them have not .IC)np. (cf. [41, ]5], f6].)

    We will shew that the varieties PF and DPF have not jf)eip.

    Definition 6.1. A class K of algebras has juzp if for any identity ztGZd(K) there

exists a finite algebra AGK such that ueeZd(A).

    If K is a class ef all infinite boolean algebras, then clearly K has not .77?zp. But,

in this case, the above definition is unintere$ting. In the above definition, one of the

interesting cases is that K is a variety.

    Theorem 6.2. The varieties PF and DPF have not f)np.

    Proof. Suppose that PF has finp. Since x.y=:rv.xEEId〈PF), there exists a finite

pseudo-field A such that a7.y :rv.xGZd(A). Then, there exists an assignrnent f ef A

$uch that Jf〈x･y)gk.1`(cr･x). Let J be an ideal of A which is maximal with resprct to

.7C(a･y)--f(y･x) ieO. Then, A/J is an irreducible pseudo-field, that is, a field, and finite

and x.or :y.xGZd(A/J). Therefore, there exists a finite field in which x.y==pt.x is not

valid. This is coxxtrary to the well-known theorem that any finite field is commuta-

tive. The proof abeut DPF is entirely similar to the above. Q.E.D.
' They are complicated, the examples of varieties without f)np of pseudo-boolean

algebras. The variety PF (or DPE) is one of the simplest examples without f〉n,p.

Another simple example will be given in a subsequent paper.
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